Making bile duct injuries after laparoscopic cholecystectomy a ‘near-never’ event
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In this issue of the SAJS two perspectives are opined highlighting the medicolegal and tangible and intangible consequences of bile duct injury (BDI). 1,2 We learn from both that, for patient and surgeon alike, a BDI is a traumatic experience that often results in significant personal, financial and medicolegal burdens. No surgeon performs a laparoscopic cholecystectomy (LC) with the intention of injuring the bile duct, but the reality is that it does happen and even though the incidence may have returned to open cholecystectomy rates, many would agree the number remains too high. With all the ramifications of laparoscopic BDI the most important question to ask ourselves is how can we prevent it? This editorial focuses on injury prevention through implementation of an operative team checklist that mandates photo documentation of the critical view of safety (CVS), assists in inculcating a culture of safety and aids in assessing competency in surgical trainees.

“To Err is Human” highlighted deaths in US hospitals from avoidable medical errors and generated a global surgical interest in improving patient safety 3 – a challenging task given significant potential for adverse events in a complex surgical care delivery system. Based on established efficacy in improving safety in the airline industry, checklists were introduced in surgery with a similar goal. The most notable example is the WHO Surgical Safety Checklist specifically designed to decrease errors, reduce adverse events and improve communication and teamwork in the operating theatre. Adopted worldwide, the WHO checklist resulted in a significant improvement in surgical morbidity and mortality. 4 As a common general surgery operation with a potential for significant morbidity, LC makes an interesting and pertinent case study for checklist design and implementation. This is especially true for surgical training programs, as LC is considered an essential operation for young trainees to master.

The literature suggests that a lack of technical skills and experience alone do not explain the number of BDIs occurring annually. Anecdotally, referrals of BDI often come from experienced surgeons who never imagined they would be in their current position. Non-technical skills in surgery, including situational awareness, decision making, communication and team work, and leadership, have been identified as essential for successful surgical outcomes. 5 Detailed retrospective video and operative note analysis of bile ducts injured at LC show that BDIs often occur due to a misperception of the biliary anatomy. 6 The anatomical details of these so-called ‘error traps’ were more fully defined by Strasberg and provide evidence for the use of the CVS technique. 7,8 The three components of the CVS are dissection of the lower third of the cystic plate, a hepatocystic triangle that is free of fibrous and fatty tissue, and two and only two structures entering the gallbladder. These are the key anatomical safeguards needed for an intraoperative checklist and must be achieved prior to clipping and dividing the cystic duct. 8

The LC checklist also requires a pre-incision review of liver enzymes, radiology and consideration of whether the case is expected to be difficult due to, for example, a high BMI, male gender, previous upper abdominal surgery or a history of liver disease. All steps to attain the CVS must be confirmed with the assistant before proceeding, encouraging teamwork and communication and challenging the traditional hierarchical position of the surgeon. Pre-emptively, bailout techniques are listed for cases where the CVS cannot safely be achieved as are the steps for what to do if a bile duct injury is recognised intraoperatively. To accompany the checklist, a standardised operative note incorporating critical elements of the checklist, and anterior and posterior intraoperative photo or video of the CVS, are required to make best practice a habit.

Reference to the ‘learning curve’ for LCs was first made as a contributing factor to the increase in BDIs after the introduction of the technique in the late 1980s early 1990s. Today, the focus of the learning curve has shifted to surgical trainees. Contemporary studies suggest that a median of 70–90 LCs be completed before the trainee is competent to perform the operation alone, numbers that exceed criteria for graduation in many training programs. 9,10 Simulation in the form of box trainers, virtual reality and porcine models have been investigated as a means to improve technical performance in theatre. 11 A systematic review on the transfer of surgical skills gained in simulation to theatre for LC and endoscopic procedures showed encouraging results that translate into a reduced number of LCs needed to attain clinical competence. 12

Whether through case volume alone or in combination with simulation, trainees should be guided to follow the best practices incorporated into the checklist and operative record. The challenges of assessing the technical and non-
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technical skills of surgical trainees is an often discussed topic, with its alphabet soup of acronyms for assessment tools, including direct observation of procedural skills (DOPS), the more recent video version, and the non-technical skills for surgeons (NOTSS) assessment tool as the mainstays of both formative and summative assessment.\(^1\) \(^3\) Online platforms and phone applications hold promise, never event by overcoming visual misperceptions, guiding create a culture of safety for LCs and make BDIs a near-
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